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Hooked by Diana Hunter Tania is looking for excitement and a sexy
man to scratch her itch. After choosing a table in a crowded cafe, she
weighs her options. Catching the eye of an incredible man, Tania

knows he can give her just what she needs. When a gorgeous woman
in tight leather pants gives Jim Delaney a come-on, his libido leaps
to one conclusion, she's a professional looking for an afternoon
customer, and decides that he's not above paying for sex. There's
only one problem. Tania Pelligrini isn't a hooker. In the Endby S.L.
Carpenter When a genetic accident results in too many males on

Uranus, the queen desperately searches the galaxy for a solution. On
Earth, two of the bravest scouts locate a potential answer, the lovely
Rene. Tommy and Jared were going to be a fun distraction for Rene,
until they all end up crammed into an ATM machine, dissolving into
particles of energy. Can sex save Uranus? Or can Uranus save its
sex? It's a wild galactic ride for all three, and things don't work out
as expected. Mistress Charlotteby Chris Tanglen Jenny and Brian

were virgins when they married. After a few years of hot marital sex,
they decide to try something different. It doesn't work out as

planned, but that's okay. Not everybody gets the whole cuffed-to-the-



bed thing perfect the first time. They have a nice chuckle over their
experience and promise to try again sometime in the future. Then

Mistress Charlotte shows up at their door, and she's NOT what you'd
expect.
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